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GW170817

Figure 2. Timeline of the discovery of GW170817, GRB 170817A, SSS17a/AT 2017gfo, and the follow-up observations are shown by messenger and wavelength
relative to the time tc of the gravitational-wave event. Two types of information are shown for each band/messenger. First, the shaded dashes represent the times when
information was reported in a GCN Circular. The names of the relevant instruments, facilities, or observing teams are collected at the beginning of the row. Second,
representative observations (see Table 1) in each band are shown as solid circles with their areas approximately scaled by brightness; the solid lines indicate when the
source was detectable by at least one telescope. Magni!cation insets give a picture of the !rst detections in the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, optical, X-ray, and
radio bands. They are respectively illustrated by the combined spectrogram of the signals received by LIGO-Hanford and LIGO-Livingston (see Section 2.1), the
Fermi-GBM and INTEGRAL/SPI-ACS lightcurves matched in time resolution and phase (see Section 2.2), 1 5!!!1 5 postage stamps extracted from the initial six
observations of SSS17a/AT 2017gfo and four early spectra taken with the SALT (at tc!+!1.2 days; Buckley et al. 2017; McCully et al. 2017b), ESO-NTT (at
tc!+!1.4 days; Smartt et al. 2017), the SOAR 4 m telescope (at tc!+!1.4 days; Nicholl et al. 2017d), and ESO-VLT-XShooter (at tc!+!2.4 days; Smartt et al. 2017) as
described in Section 2.3, and the !rst X-ray and radio detections of the same source by Chandra (see Section 3.3) and JVLA (see Section 3.4). In order to show
representative spectral energy distributions, each spectrum is normalized to its maximum and shifted arbitrarily along the linear y-axis (no absolute scale). The high
background in the SALT spectrum below !4500!Å prevents the identi!cation of spectral features in this band (for details McCully et al. 2017b).
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In the mid-1960s, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) were discovered
by the Vela satellites, and their cosmic origin was !rst established
by Klebesadel et al. (1973). GRBs are classi!ed as long or short,
based on their duration and spectral hardness!(Dezalay et al. 1992;
Kouveliotou et al. 1993). Uncovering the progenitors of GRBs
has been one of the key challenges in high-energy astrophysics
ever since!(Lee & Ramirez-Ruiz 2007). It has long been
suggested that short GRBs might be related to neutron star
mergers (Goodman 1986; Paczynski 1986; Eichler et al. 1989;
Narayan et al. 1992).

In 2005, the !eld of short gamma-ray burst (sGRB) studies
experienced a breakthrough (for reviews see Nakar 2007; Berger
2014) with the identi!cation of the !rst host galaxies of sGRBs
and multi-wavelength observation (from X-ray to optical and
radio) of their afterglows (Berger et al. 2005; Fox et al. 2005;
Gehrels et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005b; Villasenor et al. 2005).
These observations provided strong hints that sGRBs might be
associated with mergers of neutron stars with other neutron stars
or with black holes. These hints included: (i) their association with
both elliptical and star-forming galaxies !(Barthelmy et al. 2005;
Prochaska et al. 2006; Berger et al. 2007; Ofek et al. 2007; Troja
et al. 2008; D’Avanzo et al. 2009; Fong et al. 2013), due to a very
wide range of delay times, as predicted theoretically!(Bagot et al.
1998; Fryer et al. 1999; Belczynski et al. 2002); (ii) a broad
distribution of spatial offsets from host-galaxy centers!(Berger
2010; Fong & Berger 2013; Tunnicliffe et al. 2014), which was
predicted to arise from supernova kicks!(Narayan et al. 1992;
Bloom et al. 1999); and (iii) the absence of associated
supernovae!(Fox et al. 2005; Hjorth et al. 2005c, 2005a;
Soderberg et al. 2006; Kocevski et al. 2010; Berger et al.
2013a). Despite these strong hints, proof that sGRBs were
powered by neutron star mergers remained elusive, and interest
intensi!ed in following up gravitational-wave detections electro-
magnetically!(Metzger & Berger 2012; Nissanke et al. 2013).

Evidence of beaming in some sGRBs was initially found by
Soderberg et al. (2006) and Burrows et al. (2006) and con!rmed

by subsequent sGRB discoveries (see the compilation and
analysis by Fong et al. 2015 and also Troja et al. 2016). Neutron
star binary mergers are also expected, however, to produce
isotropic electromagnetic signals, which include (i) early optical
and infrared emission, a so-called kilonova/macronova (hereafter
kilonova; Li & Paczy!ski 1998; Kulkarni 2005; Rosswog 2005;
Metzger et al. 2010; Roberts et al. 2011; Barnes & Kasen 2013;
Kasen et al. 2013; Tanaka & Hotokezaka 2013; Grossman et al.
2014; Barnes et al. 2016; Tanaka 2016; Metzger 2017) due to
radioactive decay of rapid neutron-capture process (r-process)
nuclei!(Lattimer & Schramm 1974, 1976) synthesized in
dynamical and accretion-disk-wind ejecta during the merger;
and (ii) delayed radio emission from the interaction of the merger
ejecta with the ambient medium (Nakar & Piran 2011; Piran et al.
2013; Hotokezaka & Piran 2015; Hotokezaka et al. 2016). The
late-time infrared excess associated with GRB 130603B was
interpreted as the signature of r-process nucleosynthesis (Berger
et al. 2013b; Tanvir et al. 2013), and more candidates were
identi!ed later (for a compilation see Jin et al. 2016).
Here, we report on the global effort958 that led to the !rst joint

detection of gravitational and electromagnetic radiation from a
single source. An ! 100 s long gravitational-wave signal
(GW170817) was followed by an sGRB (GRB 170817A) and
an optical transient (SSS17a/AT 2017gfo) found in the host
galaxy NGC 4993. The source was detected across the
electromagnetic spectrum—in the X-ray, ultraviolet, optical,
infrared, and radio bands—over hours, days, and weeks. These
observations support the hypothesis that GW170817 was
produced by the merger of two neutron stars in NGC4993,
followed by an sGRB and a kilonova powered by the radioactive
decay of r-process nuclei synthesized in the ejecta.

Figure 1. Localization of the gravitational-wave, gamma-ray, and optical signals. The left panel shows an orthographic projection of the 90% credible regions from
LIGO (190 deg2; light green), the initial LIGO-Virgo localization (31 deg2; dark green), IPN triangulation from the time delay between Fermi and INTEGRAL (light
blue), and Fermi-GBM (dark blue). The inset shows the location of the apparent host galaxy NGC 4993 in the Swope optical discovery image at 10.9 hr after the
merger (top right) and the DLT40 pre-discovery image from 20.5 days prior to merger (bottom right). The reticle marks the position of the transient in both images.

958 A follow-up program established during initial LIGO-Virgo observations
(Abadie et al. 2012) was greatly expanded in preparation for Advanced LIGO-
Virgo observations. Partners have followed up binary black hole detections,
starting with GW150914 (Abbott et al. 2016a), but have discovered no !rm
electromagnetic counterparts to those events.
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Chandra Team at McGill University, DFN: Desert Fireball Network, 
ATLAS, High Time Resolution Universe Survey, RIMAS and 
RATIR, and SKA South Africa/MeerKAT ApJL 848:L12 (2017)
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• How did these binaries form?


• How do neutron star mergers power gamma-ray bursts?


• What are neutron stars made of? Nucleons, hyperons, 
deconfined quarks?


• Was the gold in my wedding ring formed in a neutron star 
merger? Was it swirling around in an accretion disk? Or was it 
tidally ejected prior to the cataclysmic collision?

Open questions



WhiskyTHC
http://personal.psu.edu/~dur566/whiskythc.html

THC: Templated Hydrodynamics Code

● Full-GR, dynamical spacetime*


● Nuclear EOS


● Effective neutrino treatment


● High-order hydrodynamics


● Open source!

* using the Einstein Toolkit metric solvers





Neutron rich outflows



Compact object + disk



Neutron star merger evolution

GWs
Viscosity

Neutrinos



The inspiral phase



Gravitational waves

GW170817 — In the frequency domain vs theory prediction

https://teobresums.github.io/gwevents/



Gravitational waves

GW170817 — In the frequency domain vs theory prediction

https://teobresums.github.io/gwevents/



The CoRe database

Dietrich, DR, Bernuzzi+ CQG 35:LT01 (2018)www.computational-relativity.org



The CoRe database

Dietrich, DR, Bernuzzi+ CQG 35:LT01 (2018)www.computational-relativity.org

Open Science
• Outflow composition, mass, velocity
• r-process nucleosynthesis results
• Simulation code, postprocessing routines
• Initial data and input files
• Other data available on request



Early postmerger evolution

z



Dynamical mass ejection

DR, Galeazzi+ MRAS 460:3255 (2016)

See also Bausswein+ 2013, Hotokezaka+ 2013, Wanajo+ 
2014,  Sekiguchi+ 2015, 2016, Foucart+ 2016, Lehner+ 2016, 
Dietrich+ 2016, DR+ 2018, …



The kilonova in GW1708176 VILLAR ET AL.

Figure 1. Complete UVOIR light curves, along with the models with the highest likelihood scores. Solid lines represent the realizations of
highest likelihood for each model, while shaded regions represent the 1� uncertainty ranges. For some bands there are multiple lines that
capture subtle differences between filters.

The variance parameter � is an additional scatter term, which
we fit, that encompasses additional uncertainty in the models
and/or data. For upper limits, we use a one-sided Gaussian
penalty term.

For each component of our model there are four free pa-
rameters: ejecta mass (Mej), ejecta velocity (vej), opacity (),
and the temperature floor (Tc). We use flat priors for the first
three parameters, and a log-uniform prior for Tc. In the case
of the asymmetric model, we assume a flat prior for the half
opening angle (✓).

For each model, we ran MOSFiT for approximately 24
hours using 10 nodes on Harvard University’s Odyssey com-
puter cluster. We utilized 100 chains until they reached con-
vergence (i.e., had a Gelman-Rubin statistic < 1.1; Gelman
& Rubin 1992). We use the first ' 80% of the chain as burn-
in. We compare the resulting fits utilizing the Watanabe-
Akaike Information Criteria (WAIC, Watanabe 2010; Gel-

man et al. 2014), which accounts for both the likelihood score
and number of fitted parameters for each model.

4. RESULTS OF THE KILONOVA MODELS

We fit three different models to the data: a spherical
two-component model, a spherical three-component model,
and an asymmetric three-component model. The results are
shown in Figures 1–5 and summarized in Table 2.

For the spherical two-component model we allow the opac-
ity of the red component to vary freely. This model has a total
of 8 free parameters: two ejecta masses, velocities and tem-
peratures, one free opacity, and one scatter term. We find
best-fit values of Mblue

ej = 0.019+0.001
-0.001 M�, vblue

ej = 0.257+0.009
-0.007c,

Mred
ej = 0.047+0.002

-0.002 M�, vred
ej = 0.151+0.004

-0.004c, and red = 3.78+0.13
-0.07

cm2 g-1. Although the model provides an adequate fit, it
predicts a double-peaked structure in the NIR light curves
at ⇡ 2 - 5 days that is not seen in the data.

From Villar et al. ApJL 851:L21 (2017)

M red
ej ' 0.05M�, vredej ' 0.15c.

Mblue
ej ' 0.02M�, vblueej ' 0.25c.



Theory vs observations
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Spiral-wave wind?

Viscous wind?
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Disk formation I

Mchirp = 1.188 M�

Bernuzzi, …,  DR+, arXiv:2003.06015



Disk formation II

Bernuzzi, …,  DR+, arXiv:2003.06015

Prompt-BH with large disk!



Disk masses
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DR, Perego+ ApJL 852:L29 (2018);
DR & Dai, Eur. Phys. J. A 55: 50 (2019) See also Krüger+ 2020; Salafia+ 2020; …



Equation of state constraints
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DR, Perego+ ApJL 852:L29 (2018);
DR & Dai, Eur. Phys. J. A 55: 50 (2019) See also Gamba+ 2020



Equation of state constraints
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DR, Perego+ ApJL 852:L29 (2018);
DR & Dai, Eur. Phys. J. A 55: 50 (2019) See also Gamba+ 2020



Equation of state constraints
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• Potential to constrain the EOS and/or q: the basic 

physics is understood and included in the simulations
• Modeling uncertainties appear to be under control
• Need to explore the parameter space: EOS, mass 

ratios, etc.

DR, Perego+ ApJL 852:L29 (2018);
DR & Dai, Eur. Phys. J. A 55: 50 (2019) 



Long-term evolution



End of the GW-driven phase
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Secular evolution: NS remnants
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Spiral-wave wind (I)
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FIG. 2. Properties of the spiral-wave wind and dynamical
ejecta computed form the simulations with turbulent viscos-
ity. Top: evolution of unbound mass for dynamical ejecta
(dashed lines) and spiral-wave wind (solid lines). t = 0 marks
the moment of merger, the vertical line marks the collapse
time of the LS220 BNS. Middle: mass histograms for the
angular (left), velocity (center) and electron fraction (right)
distributions. Bottom: angular distribution and composition
of the spiral-wave wind for DD2. Note the M̄ej in the middle
and bottom panels is normalized to one.

nents. While the dynamical ejecta has a broad velocity
distribution [18–20], the spiral-wave wind velocity is nar-
rowly distributed around 0.2c in the case of a long-lived
remnant (DD2). The spiral-wave wind from the short-
lived remnant (LS220) has a broader velocity distribu-
tion extending down to 0.1c. The electron fraction of the
spiral-wave wind shows a tendency towards higher values
than the dynamical ejecta, especially for the long-lived
remnant.

Matter in the spiral-wave wind undergoes r-process
nucleosynthesis, and produces predominantly elements
up to the second peak (mass number A < 130). The
combined nucleosynthesis in the dynamical ejecta and
the spiral-wave wind reproduces the solar abundances to
within the uncertainties due to nuclear physics, Fig. 3.
The radioactive spiral-wave wind contributes to a blue
day-long kN emission similar to the neutrino wind and
viscous ejecta [15, 21, 24, 28]. But in comparison to the
latter, the spiral-wave wind is distributed closer to the
equatorial plane, it is faster and more massive.

We calculate light curves in di↵erent photometric

FIG. 3. Nucleosynthetic yields in the ejecta. Dashed lines
correspond to the dynamical ejecta, while solid lines are the
summed yields including the spiral-wave wind. Model abun-
dances are normalized to A = 195 element. Gray dots show
the solar abundances from Ref. [72].

FIG. 4. Bolometric kN light curves in three representative
bands from blue to infrared for the two simulations with
turbulence viscosity compared to AT2017gfo data from [16].
Color coded is the amount of DD2 spiral-wave wind, extracted
at di↵erent times.

bands by postprocessing the simulation data with the
anisotropic multi-component model of [37]. In order to
emulate the spiral-wave wind from di↵erent BNS, the
DD2 spiral-wave wind data are extracted every 10 ms
until the end of the simulation (⇠90 ms) and then lin-
early extrapolated to 250 ms. The LS220 simulation has
instead a complete ejecta, since both the dynamical and
the spiral-wave wind have terminated at the end of our
simulation. We stress that we do not include additional
ejecta components to the ones extracted from the sim-
ulations, although we expect additional material to be
unbound due to viscous processes and nuclear recombi-
nation on even longer timescales [34].

When comparing our results to the early emission of
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FIG. 2. Properties of the spiral-wave wind and dynamical
ejecta computed form the simulations with turbulent viscos-
ity. Top: evolution of unbound mass for dynamical ejecta
(dashed lines) and spiral-wave wind (solid lines). t = 0 marks
the moment of merger, the vertical line marks the collapse
time of the LS220 BNS. Middle: mass histograms for the
angular (left), velocity (center) and electron fraction (right)
distributions. Bottom: angular distribution and composition
of the spiral-wave wind for DD2. Note the M̄ej in the middle
and bottom panels is normalized to one.

nents. While the dynamical ejecta has a broad velocity
distribution [18–20], the spiral-wave wind velocity is nar-
rowly distributed around 0.2c in the case of a long-lived
remnant (DD2). The spiral-wave wind from the short-
lived remnant (LS220) has a broader velocity distribu-
tion extending down to 0.1c. The electron fraction of the
spiral-wave wind shows a tendency towards higher values
than the dynamical ejecta, especially for the long-lived
remnant.

Matter in the spiral-wave wind undergoes r-process
nucleosynthesis, and produces predominantly elements
up to the second peak (mass number A < 130). The
combined nucleosynthesis in the dynamical ejecta and
the spiral-wave wind reproduces the solar abundances to
within the uncertainties due to nuclear physics, Fig. 3.
The radioactive spiral-wave wind contributes to a blue
day-long kN emission similar to the neutrino wind and
viscous ejecta [15, 21, 24, 28]. But in comparison to the
latter, the spiral-wave wind is distributed closer to the
equatorial plane, it is faster and more massive.

We calculate light curves in di↵erent photometric
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spiral-wave wind shows a tendency towards higher values
than the dynamical ejecta, especially for the long-lived
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Matter in the spiral-wave wind undergoes r-process
nucleosynthesis, and produces predominantly elements
up to the second peak (mass number A < 130). The
combined nucleosynthesis in the dynamical ejecta and
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within the uncertainties due to nuclear physics, Fig. 3.
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Viscous wind?

From Nedora, Bernuzzi, DR+, ApJL 886:L30 (2019)

Promising, but incomplete, and not the only possible explanation
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Neutrino physics

From Sekiguchi+ 2011
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FIG. 2: Top: Electron fraction of gravitationally unbound ma-
terial at 5 GK vs. latitude, |90 � ✓bl|. Boxes represent cuts
through the data. Red is neutron-rich, blue is neutron-poor.
Black dashed lines represent approximate bounds on viewing
angle for gw170817, as given by [58]. (Although angle matters,
an observation integrates over many lines of sight.) Bottom:
Distribution per solid angle of electron fraction in material in
boxed regions.

port, neutrino-matter coupling, or magnetohydrodynam-
ics (MHD). In this work, we present, for the first
time, fully three-dimensional general-relativistic radia-
tion magnetohydrodynamics (GRRMHD) simulations of
a post-merger disk system with full neutrino transport
using a Monte Carlo method.

We model a black hole accretion disk system which
may have formed from the GW170817 merger [55]. Mag-
netohydrodynamic turbulence [56] drives a wind [57] o↵
the disk. We find the electron fraction of this outflow
ranges from Ye⇠0.2 to Ye⇠0.4. Moreover, we find that
the composition of the outflow varies significantly with
angle o↵ of the midplane, suggesting that the observed
character of the outflow depends heavily on viewing an-
gle. Thus, a blue, wind-produced kilonova will be visible
if the remnant is viewed close to the polar axis.

FIG. 3: Left: Total mass in the outflow as a function of
time. Right: Average electron fraction Ye of gravitationally
unbound material at an extraction radius of r ⇠ 103 km as a
function of latitude and time.

II. METHODS

We perform a GRRMHD simulation in full three di-
mensions with our code, ⌫bhlight[59]. We assume a Kerr
background metric, consistent with the relatively small
disk mass compared to black hole mass. The radiation
transport is treated via explicit Monte Carlo and the
MHD is treated via finite volumes with constrained trans-
port. The two methods are coupled via operator splitting.
We use the SFHo equation of state [60] as tabulated in

[61, 62] and the neutrino-matter interactions described
in [59] and tabulated in [63]. For initial data, we use
parameters consistent with a remnant from GW170817
[1, 55, 64]: an equilibrium torus [65] of mass Md = 0.12
M� and constant electron fraction Ye = 0.1 around a
black hole of mass MBH = 2.58 M� and dimensionless
spin a = 0.69. We thread our torus with a single poloidal
magnetic field loop such that the minimum ratio of gas
to magnetic pressure is 100.

III. OUTFLOW PROPERTIES

Our disk drives a wind consistent with other GRMHD
simulations of post-merger disks [43–46, 49, 52–54], which
expands outward from the disk in polar lobes as shown in
figure 1. We record material crossing a sphere of radius
r ⇠ 103 km. Figure 2 bins outflow material in both elec-
tron fraction Ye and in angle o↵ the equator, |90��✓bl| for
Boyer-Lindquist angle ✓bl, integrated in time. The 90%
confidence interval for the viewing angle for GW170817
[58] is bounded by the dashed lines.
We choose two regions, one close to the midplane, and

one far from it, highlighted in the red and blue rectan-
gles. We bin the electron fraction in these regions in the
red and blue histograms. Regardless of electron fraction,
ejected material has an average entropy, s, of about 20
kb/baryon and an average radial velocity (as measured
at a radius of 1000 km) of about 0.1c.
The electron fraction depends on angle o↵ of the mid-

From Miller+ 2019

See also: Dessart+ 2008, Perego+ 2014, Just+ 
2015, Metzger+ 2014, Foucart+ 2016, Siegel & 
Metzger 2018,  Fujibayashi+ 2017, 2020  …



MHD turbulence

Mösta, DR+, ApJL 2020

Kiuchi+ 2014

Siegel & Metzger 2018

See also

Price & Rosswog 2006; 

Andreson+ 2008;

Etienne+ 2011;

Endrizzi+ 2014;

Giacomazzo+ 2015;

Ruiz+ 2016;

Palenzuela+ 2016;

Fernandez+ 2018;

Ciolfi+ 2019; …
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FIG. 3. partially copied from David’s paper Estimated outcome of the viscous evolution of a several binaries with BLh EOS (Top
panel) and DD2 EOS (bottom panel). The gray shaded area shows the set of all rigidly rotating equilibrium configurations.
The green dashed line is a conservative estimate of the mass ejection and a possible trajectory for the viscous evolution. The
blue shaded region denotes the range of all possible outcomes of the viscous evolution. The first (disk ejecta) regime corresponds
fo the ejection of matter due to the nuclear recombination of the accretion disk. The second regime (remnant ejecta) is due to
viscous instabilities in the merger remnant. The solid black line is the evolution of overall Jtot and Mb from 3D data. The line
marked with crosses is the projected evolution based on the Jrmtot and Mb losses, which are in turn due to spiral-wave wind,
linearly extrapolated. The colored markers are placed at J where the gravitational wave losses subsides and the evolution starts
to be driven by the wind.

[SB: between the two plots this one with BLh 1.364+1.364 seems the only one sufficiently long and relevant.
we should avoid extrapolations on too long timescales but this one is actually interesting. I am not sure
about the meaning of the diamond, but I interpret the solid black line associated as the J evolution via

the matter integral of BLh 1.364+1.3.64; the text I edited refers to this understanding. TODO: lets make a
plot specific for this model, pehraphs a sequence of marked on real data is better. we should show both
the J from the GW and from the matter integral] [DR: I would only include the q = 1 run.] [DR: I would
recommend to remove the shaded regions and leave only two lines: the green line and the bottom of the

remnant region, which we can give as best analytical guess and upper bound on the ejecta (citing
Radice+2018 and without going into the details). The shaded region is meaningful only for remnants with
masses below the maximum mass for a RNS, because HMNS remnants can collapse to BHs without having to get
rid of any additional angular momentum (since a < 1).] [VN: Thank you for your comments. I tried to take
your suggestions into account on the right plot.] [VN: The gold diamond is the (JADM � JGW,Mb,0), computed in

the same was as it is done in [69]. The black line stands for the evolution of the integrated baryonic
mass and total angular momentum over with time. It starts with merger and ends at the end of the 3D data.]

[VN: I limited extrapolation and removed shaded regions.]

From Nedora, Bernuzzi, DR+, 2008.04333 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.04333


• Inspiral and early postmerger are better understood, but there is 
still a vast parameter space volume to explore.


• We can already do multimessenger astrophysics!


• The physics becomes increasingly complex on longer timescales 
in the postmerger. Higher resolution, longer, and more 
sophisticated simulations are needed.

Conclusions


